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p r e s i de n t ’ s  m e s s a g e
Our newsletter this year features our ties to our 
beloved school at 11 Mount Sophia. Although the 
school moved out of Mount Sophia more than 12 
years ago, generations of MG girls saw that campus 
as our home away from home for 10 years of our 
lives. When we heard that the site could be turned 
into a condominium or demolished in the name 
of progress, we were swept with nostalgia as we 

recalled the wonderful time we spent at Mount Sophia.
At the recent open house held at Mount Sophia we were 

delighted to see so many alumna return to visit the old campus. 
Our memories of the years we spent in school are indelible – most 
of them were precious ones of friendships made and pleasures 
shared. Our appeal for more than Olson Building to be conserved 
is still pending. Please continue to pray that the authorities will 
reconsider their plans for the site.

I have lived the life of a current MGS girl vicariously through my 
daughter these past 9-plus years. Compared to my schooldays 
more than 40 years ago, school is no longer a breeze! My best 
friend, who is Peranakan, told me she learned a few words of 
Cantonese when she phoned me at home. (Back then, we did 
not have social media or mobile phones. We only had the "share-
with-the-whole-family" home telephone!) Whenever she called in 
the afternoon, the response from my family members would often 
be: "Barbara fun kow", which, in Cantonese, means I was having 
a nap! Nowadays, school dismisses at 2.30pm, and the rest of the 
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afternoons are crowded with CCA and extra lessons. Afternoon naps have become a thing of the past! 
But the girls are thriving, or as the Senior Management Team would say, they are being 

‘stretched’! Much more is expected of us nowadays whether as students, parents or teachers. The 
MGS family has grown – Parentlink, which was non- existent in my schooldays, plays an important 
part as does the Alumnae. 

MGS Bonds
The Alumnae now has more than 2000 members. We not only organise the Past vs Present games, 
Founder's Day dinner and Teachers' Day lunch but also homecoming teas for our P6 and Sec 4 cohorts 
the year after they leave school. Our Youth Chapter organises the annual Love MGS praise and worship 
event, bringing together past and present girls in Jesus’ name. This year we had another social mixer in 
conjunction with ACS OBA.

We want to be able to connect with the school and build strong ties with our alma mater. So if you 
have been a member of the Alumnae but have not joined us in any events, you are missing out on a lot 
of fun and fellowship. We all have something in common – time in our beloved school MGS. It does not 
matter when you fi nished school – when MG girls get together, the ties that bind are strong and barriers 
of time are swept away. 

I would like to thank my committee members for their tireless 
efforts in ensuring that all our activities run smoothly. One among 
us though has retired – Sim Suh-Ting who has graciously stood by 
me all these years after passing over the presidency will be leaving 
the committee. She still has her hand in MGS affairs on the Board 
of Management and as head of the Building Sub-Committee. 
Not forgetting also our fervent prayer warriors Miss Kam, Su 
Li, Shi Ping, Cynthia and Sian Ann; Sheue Horng and Joanne 
in the General Offi ce and Michelle in the IT department for their 
administrative support. Thank you. 
BARBARA CHEE (CLASS OF 1971)

In closing, let us keep 
this verse in mind:
“With good will render 
service, as to the Lord, 
and not to men, knowing 
that whatever good thing 
each does, this he will 
receive back from the Lord.” 
Ephesians 6:7. 
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Barbara Chee recounts a busy, eventful and gratifying 
year for the alumnae association. 

e v e n t s

School Fun Fair
My committee members were on the roll – they 
started pre-sales for our Cake Store which was to be 
one of the features of the MGS Mega (as opposed 
to mini) Fun Fair in October. Apart from taking and 
tallying orders, collecting the cakes and payment, 
delivering cakes and endless rounds of emails, my 
cake sub-committee members also gained a few 
kilos doing taste tests to ensure we were selling top 
quality cakes! 

On the day of the Fun Fair itself, our cake stall 
which occupied the Secondary dance studio, was a 
haven for many seeking air-con comfort. Cashing in 
on this, we set up a coffee and cake corner limiting 
time spent in the cool comfort of the room to the time 
it took to drink a cup of coffee!

Teachers’ Day Lunch
Next on the calendar was Teachers’ Day 
Lunch which was held at the Orchard 
Parade Hotel ballroom. Food was catered 
by Tung Lok Restaurant and the theme 
was “Shanghai Surprise”. The ballroom 
and the foyer outside was decorated with 
lanterns and the stage transformed into 
a Chinese pavilion – setting the mood for 
the day! Our teachers came dressed in 
oriental attire and gamely participated 
in our program. One of our alumna 
Rosita Ng entertained the crowd with a 
couple of songs evoking the theme of the 
day – many of the older teachers sang 
along with her rendition of “Rose, Rose 
I love you!” Aside from the lucky draw 
prizes, each went home with a goodie 
bag containing a sports towel, Canele 
macaroons and a beauty voucher. This 
year the event was co-sponsored by 
generous donations from parents and we 
hope that they will continue to show their 
gratitude to the teachers by doing 
so every year!

Youth Chapter
We also had homecoming parties for the 
Primary 6 Class of 2010 in August 2011 
and Secondary 4 Class of 2011 in January 
2012. Keeping to a tight budget, my 
committee members generously brought 
homemade goodies like spaghetti, 
brownies and chicken wings to feed the 
girls that turned up. The student leaders 
organised their own worship songs and 
games and were happy to come back to 
MGS to meet up with their friends again.

Another event I must highlight is LOVE 
MGS. The planning and organisation is 
undertaken by members of our “Youth 
Chapter” who are waiting to go to 
university. It is indeed wonderful to see 
these young ladies stepping up to take 
ownership of this event which has now 
been running for 12 years. The theme in 
2011 was “More than Gold or Silver” and 
the guest speaker was Mrs Wendy Yapp 
who came all the way from Perth to share 
the message with us. 

Another signifi cant change which came 
about was the increase in membership 
fees with effect from 1 March 2012. 
Although at the last AGM a resolution 
was passed allowing for the increase with 
effect from 1 January 2012, we allowed 
a grace period of three months for old 
girls to take advantage of the lower fee. 
As a result we received more than 282 
applications for membership before the 
new two-tiered membership fees took 
effect on 1 March 2012. Our present 
membership stands at 2611.

FOLLOWING our AGM on 2 July 2011, the committee for the year beginning July 
2011 to June 2012 was commissioned in a Dedication Service led by our Vice 
Principal and Alumna Mrs Corinne Sim. The big event on our calendar was the 
124th Founder’s Day Dinner at the Shangri-la Hotel. Months of preparation had 
already taken place before 25th July and my committee members again rose to the 
occasion orchestrating the event without a hitch! 

Our Christmas stall saw the Alumnae Room 
transformed fi rst into Santa’s workshop as alumna 
gathered to put together hampers and Christmas 
wreaths, and then transformed the room into a 
“Christmas wonderland” rivaling the Christmas 
displays in any department store.

There was more hard work on the day itself when 
we resurrected our Gourmet Hot Dog Stall. Manning 
the stall in the heat of the day, our cooks were 
rewarded for their efforts when all the 500 hot dogs 
were sold out hours before the fair ended. In total, the 
Alumnae stalls contributed more than $25,000 to the 
school’s fund raising efforts. 

Our Alumnae coffers were also replenished from 
the sale a wide array of souvenirs which have been 
designed, ordered and donated by generous alumna.
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LOVE MGS is an annual event where past and 
present girls come together with one heart 
to seek God. Love MGS 2012: Jesus Be The 
Centre was held on the 29 June at the MGS 
Auditorium and was inspired by the verse: 
Matthew 6:33 “But seek fi rst His kingdom and 
His righteousness, and all these things will be 
given to you as well." 

 About 500 girls and several guys were 
present at Love MGS this year. The night 
started off with a time of trivia MGS-style, 
before we opened with praise and worship. 
Laura and Grace from the Love MGS committee 
choreographed a inspiring dance titled ‘All 
I Need Is You’, and Pastor Raymond Fong 
from Wesley Methodist Church's Youth 
Ministry delivered a powerful message which 
encouraged us to wholeheartedly embrace 
God’s call in our lives. That night, many 
re-dedicated their lives to God and new 

One Heart

e v e n t s

Benavon Lee (Class of 2009) reports 
about the annual worship event.

ACS-MGS Mixer
The fi rst-ever MGS Alumnae Association and ACS Old Boys’ Association Social Mixer which took place on 
9 July 2011 was a huge success. Kudos to the ACS OBA & MGS AA for initiating such an event for inter-
school and multi-cohort socialising and networking! 

Through word-of-mouth and the power of social media, about 200 alumni from the ACS and MGS family 
descended upon the hip and trendy ACSian-owned Balaclava at ION Orchard. Many thanks to ACS Old 
Boys Samuel and Stanley Yeo for being such gracious hosts. 

The vibe of the evening was relaxed and fun, and it was lovely to see long-lost schoolmates reconnect.

Past vs Present Games
The Past vs Present Games were held in April. 
The morning downpour wiped out some of the 
outdoor games but all present gamely carried 
on inside the Sports Hall and in the Bamboo 
Courtyard where the challenge was keen as 
past and present girls fought over Scrabble, 
Boggle and Pictionary. The food was polished 
off quickly and all participants went home with 
a sports towel. And of course the “PAST” won 
the Challenge trophy again!!!
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Founder’s Day 
Dinner Each year, the biggest ‘do’ on the MGS Alumnae’s 

social calendar is the Founder’s Day Dinner. 
WE celebrated MGS’ 124th anniversary on 25 July 2011, smack at 7.30pm, at the lovely Island 
Ballroom in Shangri-La Singapore, as girls past and present streamed in, dressed in their fi nery and 
looking glamorous. But the group who stood out the most was the girls who gamely turned up in 
MGS uniform, complete with pony tails and ribbons! Reunion years included the classes of 1971, 
1981 and 1991. Long Service award winners included Mrs Tay Poh Imm and Miss Ruby Soh who 

were recognised for 40 years of service, and Mrs Corinne Sim, Mdm Ng Geok Moi and Mrs A.A. 
David Karunadasa Nee T.M.M. for 25 years! 
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For those of us who had spent time on the 
old campus, 11 Mt Sophia is infused with 
a rich history and memories that are an 

indelible part of the MGS spirit. 



A rare birds’ eye view of the MGS campus with the Eu Tong Sen’s villa on the lower left, and the Sophia Blackmore Memorial clearly visible. 

Flag-raising on the field, wh
en 

choir girls took turns to lea
d the 

anthems from the principal’s 
office. 

Childhood bl
iss! The joy

 of the 

slippery slo
pe! 

Before National Day, there was Empire Day, complete with British flag. Taken in 1950. 

Founder Ms Sophia 
Blackmore in front of 

Nind Home. 

Mrs Ellice H
andy (middle

) at 

the opening 
ceremony of 

the 

‘new’ buildi
ngs on Mt So

phia
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MGS may have started life on Short Street when Sophia Blackmore founded it in 1887,

girls in its unique embrace. It’s a story we know so well. 

From the legendary nine little Indian girls, MGS had grown beyond its humble premises by the 
1920s. Under the principal Mary Olson, it moved to Mt Sophia in 1928, with the completion of 
its fi rst structure there, the Olson Building which housed the senior classes. 

So scattered were the classrooms across the hilltop then, that it was dubbed ‘The Village School’. 
Over time, the school grew to comprise a charming collection of structures ranging from bricked 
huts and colonial houses with sweeping staircases to 1950s-style classrooms with French doors 
covered in green glass. We occupied an enviable hilltop spot overlooking Eu Tong Sen’s majestic 
villa, the treetops of the Istana and sweeping vistas all the way to the sea. Most of us spent the 
full 10 years here, from primary school through to secondary school, wearing the famous ‘sailor 
suit’ uniform introduced in 1922. Sadly, we moved out of Mt Sophia in 1992.

but most of its years were spent up on Mt Sophia where it nurtured generations of 



Secondary girls taking some 
liberties over schoolwork in 
front of the Mary Nind Wing.

Probably the physical fitness test – 2.4km run, eight times round the field. 

Filing back to class, with the Sophia Blackmore Memorial Hall in the background.

Teachers & students at Tower 
House.

The Olson Building, built in 1928. 

Who remember
s the skelet

on 

in the scien
ce lab? 
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“EVERY lunch time from Mondays to 
Saturdays, Matron, her assistant and the 
servant would serve a light luncheon of green 
beans, red beans with biscuits or bread with 
butter or jam. On Saturdays, the girls were 
treated to a special lunch of fried bee hoon or 
fried mamee. Modest Sunday entertainment 
was also enjoyed by us. If a band was 
scheduled to play at the Botanical Gardens, 
the school bus would take us there and back 

in the cool of the evening.”
“On one or two memorable occasions, 

the school became infested with snails, and 
the principal set us the task of collecting them, 
then killing them with salt. For every snail 
we caught, we were paid a princely sum of 
1cent. You can imagine the wild scramble to 
catch these slimy things!”  
~ Excerpts from Memories, Gems & 
Sentiments – 100 Years of MGS

NIND HOME
“The history of MGS
would be incomplete
without the mention
of Nind Home, 
because this hilltop
fi rst belonged to Nind
Home,” said former
MGS principal, the 
late Mrs Ellice Handy. 
We peek at memories 
of the girls who used 
to live there.

From top: An idyllic 
moment of leisure 
on a typical day – 
with time enough 
to climb trees; 
residents of the 
home in an earlier 
time; Nind Home 
when it was still 
called Deaconess 
Home in 1894.
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C
arol and I have had 
experience working 
together as far back as 
the days of Brownies and 
Girl Guides, so we have 

a pretty good idea of each other's 
workstyles.

The call to save Mt Sophia was triggered 
when Carol realised that the tenants on the hill 
were all served their fi nal notice to quit. She 
found me at the Parent Volunteer lunch and 
asked if I could help set up the Facebook page 
to begin our call to action. "I know you are very 
busy but..."

We came up with the campaign name over a telephone 
conversation one morning. Carol was in-between kiddy pickups 
and I was in the hospital waiting room with my parents. "How 
can we save old school?"...and *lightbulb fl ash* a campaign 
name was born.

What was our motivation? Well, obviously there is a 
sentimental attachment to the site. We were there for 10 years. 
Mrs Anna Tham, Carol's mother, was our principal for a good 
part of that time. Our daughters are now in MGS. We didn’t have 
to think too hard about it. And we found ourselves in a position 
to do something. We also felt a strong attachment to Singapore, 
and all that we felt that represented the Singapore we knew. It 
just seemed wrong that the buildings and the spaces would be 
destroyed for commercial reasons without a further examination 
of the need, and a search for alternatives.

And so started the campaign 
to Save Old School. Lim Li 
Hsien (Class of 1980),  who 
led the charge together with 
Carol Tham, recounts their 
journey to try to save the Mt 
Sophia campus.  

I know you are busy but 
We started talking to all sorts of people – from organisations 

that cared about our heritage, to property developers, to 
architects, to persons who had experience in similar campaigns. 
We also called on the full back-up of the alumni – and all the 
invisible threads of the MGS network were pulled together and 
every connection tested to see which would lead to a 
stronger case.

We had to bear in mind that the authorities had to do their 
job, to do what they felt best for the country. We received the 
message that commercial concerns were important. However, 
at the end of the day we also felt that our job was to present 
a deeper perspective on the issue of the preservation of our 
heritage. As non-government people, it was precisely our job 

to present perspectives they could not, and to bring in possible solutions, even partnerships 
that they did not have the same access to. Weighing in the concerns of land use, and commercial 
viability, we came to the conclusion that our position had to be this: that the heritage value of 
the land in itself was a national asset that was not quantifi able in money terms, and well worth 
preserving. We had always stated at the outset that memories were tangibly represented by old 
buildings and old places – that in itself has value, in every sense.

We were lucky to get the attention of the authorities early. In our fi rst conversations we were not 
given much hope, but we pressed on. If they were willing to listen, there was no reason to stop.

Other campaigns had raged on before us, and brought these issues to a head. It didn't hurt 
that our Facebook page got so much traction so fast: the number of ‘Likes’ went up at a rate that 
surprised us – about 3000 ‘Likes’ in the fi rst two months. Feelings and support from our MGS 
alumni were intense. The Old School site had a large community from the creative arts associated 
with it, and support came out in full force from that community also. 

The campaign received a lot of attention from the news media because preserving our heritage 
seemed to be quite the issue in recent months. We had hit on a nerve which they capitalised on 
– the groundswell of emotion over disappearing old Singapore. We were asked by interest groups 
to walk them through the site, and talk about its history – groups that were not alumni, but from all 
walks of life who supported the preservation of old buildings in Singapore. They all turned up with 
cameras, and wanted stories about the buildings, and the place.

After all the talk, at this point in time, the matter is still out for consideration. We are grateful so 
far that we have had the dialogue, and the fact that consideration is taking place. We want very 
much to succeed in what we have set out to do, but at this point it is out of our hands. What will we 
do next? Well, that will depend very much on the response we get, and options given, if any.

S.O.S
The Journey

“It was a surprise 

to fi nd such a large 

number of people 

who cared about 

preserving old 

Singapore, and to fi nd 

sentiments running 

so high sometimes.”
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t I need your

“We had a 
couple of the 

largest labs that 

any school in 

Singapore had at 

the time, Mr Tan 

the former Lab 

technician told 

us.”

Good memories 

of MGS
“Sliding down the 

slippery slopes near 

old Kenyon Building 

and Olson Building. 

Hours in the school 

library, fi ve stones 

and skip rope during 

recess.”
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LATE last year, we were saddened to hear that the Old School 
would have to give up the premises at 11 Mount Sophia at the 
end of June 2012. 

On Sunday 3 June, we had our own “homecoming” at 
Mount Sophia – hundreds of old girls with families in tow, 
some even dressed in uniform, gathered to say goodbye to 
our old school. Everyone was free to roam around the old 
school grounds. Groups of girls gathered for parting shots at 
the clock tower and the sweeping pillared corridor fronting the 
Cathay building. A slide show ran throughout the day showing 
class photos from 1940s to 1992. A video clip of two Alumna 
reminiscing about the school also ran on a loop in the Ellis 
Handy Building hall. 

In the evening, a touching ceremony was held and the 
school fl ag was marched in by a color party led by Mrs Tay 
Poh Imm. Mrs Fang Ai Lian gave a short recollection of her 
school days in MGS, followed by Rev Dr Tony Chi who also 
remembered his connection to the school both as School 
Chaplain and also as pastor of Wesley Methodist Church. 
Rev Dr Chi prayed a Thanksgiving prayer and said benediction 
after a rousing rendition of the school song. Tears were 
shed when the school fl ag was marched out and a feeling 
of nostalgia tinged with sadness hung in the air for a few 
moments. But there were pockets of spontaneity as well, as 
girls exploded into a last hurrah of ‘hip hip hooray for MGS’. 

We all have special memories of our school days at Mount 
Sophia – these will remain in our hearts forever regardless of 
what happens to the buildings in the future.

Barbara Chee writes about the 
memorial ceremony and last 
hurrah held on 3 June at our old 
Mt Sophia campus. 
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Janice Sng, Class of 1984

My fondest memories are the fun 
things that we used to do in the 
school compound, just because Mt 
Sophia was a place with so much 
character. From sliding down the 
famous concrete slides and picking 
up saga seeds in primary school to 
hanging out behind the DS rooms in 
secondary school, just to mention 
a few.

In the secondary sc
hool toilet – Gilli

an 

Tan, Janice Sng, Ka
ren Liew and Lynn H

eng. 

Class of ’84.

Peh Lai Gek, Class of 1975

"School sports day is something we 
look forward to each year.

I am 5th from the right & jumping 
in the air is Toh Eng Ai! The team 
spirit and enthusiasm from each 
student just encourages everyone to 
participate and have FUN. Looking 
back, it's not about the winning but 
the unity of the team and having 
everyone bonding together, in love.

I managed to find a picture taken during the 
school sports day - I believe this was back in 1972.

Linda Lim, Class of 1966

The Malaysian Market 

My classmates and I enjoyed putting 
on plays and concerts whenever there 
was a chance to do so. This was 
usually at the end of term or end of 
the school year.  In 1963, there was 
a special occasion – Singapore's entry 
into Malaysia (which lasted only two 
years). To mark the occasion, we 
performed a pageant to the music of 
the Persian Market suite, calling it 
‘Malaysian Market’ and featuring the 
different races of Malaysia and some 
others. 

This photo was taken in front of our 
Sec. 1 classroom, ground floor of the 
clock tower block.

Mala Rajah and I ar
e together as a pai

r at the 

"back" of the maypo
le.

Mt Sophia nurtured generations of MGS girls who 
share their fondest moments and snapshots! 

Peng Tay, Class of 1991 

Last weekend, I went for Sunday brunch at 
Old School with my family. Mum (Angelene 
Kong, Class of 1963) and Nanny were with 
me and we were just walking around 
reminiscing. Mummy was like, “Meet me at 
the science lab!” and I was in a completely 
different block because the labs in my time 
was not in the same place as the labs in her 
time!!! Haha….

My Nan (Ada Lim) couldn’t remember any of 
it and I thought it was because it was such 
a long time ago and she is almost 85 years 
old. But the fact is, what most of us know 
as the MGS compound was NOT the MGS 
building when my Nan was in school! As it 
turned out, during her time, the MGS building 
was this quaint little building next to the 
MGS entrance. I think it is a pre-school now. 
During my Nan’s time, the entire school only 
had 30+ students!!! (Excerpt from Mummy-on 
thego.blogspot.com)

Standing left t
o right: Ling S

ing Chee (gypsy
), Fadilah Alwi

 

(Malay women), 
Esther Lim (Mal

ay woman) Rache
l Zachariah 

(Indian snake c
harmer), Geh Mi

n (Malay bride)
, Nirmala Rajah

 

(Indian snake),
 Linda Lim (Mal

ay bridegroom),
 Ong Yong Bok 

(half-hidden Ch
inese woman), J

osephine Teng (
Chinese woman),

 

Chou Ong Kee (C
hinese woman), 

Cinda Lee (Chin
ese woman), 

Bhareathis (Ros
e), Vaithinatha

n (Indian woman
)

Kneeling in fro
nt: Rachel Matt

hews (Indian wo
man), Benita 

Catherasoo (Ind
ian beggar), Li

m Kay Han (Amer
ican gangster),

 

next two names 
forgotten, Augu

sta Naw (Burmes
e woman).

Angelene Kong and f
riends.

Ada Lim, Ang
elene Kong a

nd Peng Tay.
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Found this photo of the handball team taken in 

1981. Standing next to the netball teacher in 

charge, Ms Chew, is none other than our super 

tall and talented Quek Tsui Lan (I was next to 

her and on tip toes!)– Josephine Choo Wan Koon, 

Class of 82

Sim Suh Ting, Class of 72

One can only use superlatives to 
describe Mrs Tham.  

She brought out the adults in us by 
treating us like adults. On the first day 
of school, we expected her to shuffle 
us around like all the other form 
teachers before her. To our amazement, 
she did not. She allowed us to sit next 
to our bosom pals with the caveat that 
we could stay in our selected seats so 
long as we did not misbehave or talk 
too much.

May Tan 
Don’t tell Mrs Tham, but I will now own 
up that I was the one who ‘decorated’ 
the first floor secondary building’s toilet 
ceiling with ‘splattered’ toilet paper… It 
was an experiment! And the toilet paper 
then was pink in colour!

General memories are playing PE (see, we 
used to say ‘playing’ PE, not ‘go for’ PE) 
in that dilapidated court which connected 
Adis Road to the School, and there was a 
small walkway for us to the Can…, sorry 
TUCKSHOP. And there was a musty, dirty 
caged place where we kept all the hoops 
and beanbags, which were the only ‘props’ 
we had for PE! 

Windersalam Nirmala, 
Class of 1975

Three generations of girls from 
the Windersalam family have 
been schooled in MGS.

Rajeswaree Sundaram,  (Class of 
1948), Windersalam Renuka Devi, 
(Class of 1970),

Windersalam Shyamala Devi, 
(Class of 1973), Windersalam 
Nirmala, (Class of 1975),

Windersalam Thilagavathy, 
(Class of 1976), Windersalam 
Kalyani, (Class of 1980), Elango 
Sangeetha, (Class of  2002), 
Lolarupini Rajandra, (Class of 
2009, PSLE) 

Taken during Sports
 Day 1968 with the 

Olson 

Building in the bac
kground. Notice the

 sandy 

patches on the then
 school field which

 made 

sports day events q
uite a challenge! 

Girls Brigad
e Event - Ra

nk Inspectio
n, 1969. 

I was the sh
ortest recru

it then.

Wong Kae Chee, Class of 1972

There was no choir teacher during 
my time, so some of us took it upon 
ourselves to form the choir, sang at 
chapel, and the SYF. I was in Sec 4. 
The choir members included Lynette 
Seah (now SSO co leader), Kelvyna 
(now ACJC principal), Pamela Tan Soel 
Luang (mother of Vanessa Mae), etc. 
Those were happy times and the 
highlight of my school life.

MGS choir in th
e school hall o

n 

Founder’s Day 1
972. 

Sim Suh Ting and friends at a gathering, with Mrs Tham on extrame left.

A few of us netballers fooling around.

Wong Kae Moe, Class of 1984

My five sisters and I studied 
in MGS between 1962 to 1984. 
Wong Kae Chee (Class of 1972), 
Kae Oi (Class of 1973), Kae 
Yan (Class of 1976), Kae Wei 
(Class of 1977), Kae Nain (Class 
of 1982) and myself, Kae Moe 
(Class of 1984). 

Best Friends: Yap Geok Hui, Melissa Tan 
and Sharon Lee, Class of 1990

Wong Kae Moe and friends.

Sports Day 1968 Pri
 6A Prize Giving 

with Mrs Ellice Han
dy.
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BEING an old girl, as well as 
the head of the debate club 
in ELDDS, it was a wonderful 
opportunity to return to MGS 
to mentor and prepare the 
students in the Drama Club for 
their Drama Nite performance. 

I remember most vividly my 
last production as a member 
of the club – I was supposed 
to stab the lead and run off.  It 
was my only fi ve minutes on 
stage. A simple yet important 
scene that was the climax of 
the play. 

But because I wore 
sunglasses, my vision was 
impaired and I ended up 
stabbing my ‘victim’ half an 
arm’s length away without 
even touching her. The lead, 
of course, was stunned and 
was left to do the impossible 
– emulate a realistic dying 
scene thereafter. As if it was 
not bad enough, she started 
chewing the gum that had 
been in her mouth even as lay 
fl at on the ground ‘dead’.  And 
hence, the tragedy went into a 
downward spiral to end up a 
comedy! 

Having been given this 
chance to help the present 
day Drama Club girls, I wanted 
to make things right. I wanted 
to stage a production that 
stayed true to the script, but 
with no stabbing scenes. 
With all the despair and 
chaos going on in the world, I 
wanted to stage a production 
that celebrated life.

Going back to MGS was 
nostalgic for me. Before 
the start of the fi rst lesson 
with the girls, I went to 
explore the school to see 
how much has changed. 
Nothing much had, really. 
Many of my former school 
teachers were still there, the 
same aunty was still selling 
noodles in the tuckshop, 
and bus driver Uncle Hock 
Seng was his usual self. (In 
fact, he was the fi rst person 
I got re-acquainted with at 
the school when he told me 
off at the entrance because I 
entered the premises during 
dismissal time.) And of course, 
the students. The girls in 
the Drama Society were as 

gregarious and dramatic 
as the members in the club 
during my time. The only 
difference was, they were now 
singing and dancing to Justin 
Bieber's songs. I made the 
mistake later by attempting to 
connect with them through the 
Spice Girls!

Entitled ‘Live, Love & 
Laugh’, Drama Nite this year 
comprised a series of comedic 
skits by both international 
and local playwrights such 
as Dora Tan, Dean Lundquist 
and Russell Tan. Ranging 
from the side splittingly funny 
to heartwarming plays, they 
explored different human 
relationships in everyday 
scenarios. The plays taught 
us how to laugh in the 
face of adversity, and more 
importantly, at ourselves. 

Only the Secondary two 
and three students were part 
of the Drama Nite production, 
and they were a joy to work 
with. They were humble and 

keen to learn. The training 
process was not easy 
though – some of the girls 
were nervous about the roles 
they were given, others were 
skeptical about the script 
being a barrel of laughs, while 
others were challenged with 
fast-paced, snarky banter that 
went on for pages. 

But not an iota of their 
nervousness could be 
traced on stage. For both 
the matinee and evening 
performances, the girls gave 
their all and did a top-notch 
performance that was greeted 
with positive response. There 
was chemistry amongst them, 
energy levels were high and 
audiences were hooked.

I invited my loved ones 
to attend Drama Nite. I was 
overwhelmed and it sure 
brought back memories of my 
time onstage as a student. I 
was certain that the students 
on stage shared the same 
sentiments as I did when I was 

Chow Keat Yeng is the owner & principal of Artistic Expressions which provides 
speech & drama classes for kids. www.artistic-exp.com

acting back in MGS. We were 
making the audience laugh, 
and bringing the script alive 
from page to stage. I felt such 
pride and joy. 

All these feelings 
dissipated when my mum 
turned to me after the 
production and said, “How 
come you weren't this good 
when you were in MGS? Hold 
on, did you even perform on 
stage? I don't remember.” 

But having watched the 
girls perform that night,  I 
was sure that unlike my 
performance, theirs will be 
remembered for a very long 
time. All in all, I believe Drama 
Nite was a success and I 
am glad to say that I have 
made amends through this 
production, returned to my 
roots and bonded with my 
juniors in the school!

Live, 
Love

Laugh 

e v e n t s
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Chow Keat Yeng (Class of ‘96) returns to MGS to 
mentor the Drama Club girls for Drama Nite earlier 
this year, and awakes a slew of fond memories. 

Mrs Anna Tham pays tribute to the late Mrs Cheah 
Geok Neo, dedicated teacher, friend and former 
Chairman of the MGS Management Board.   

Selfl ess In Service

MRS Cheah Geok Neo retired 
from the teaching service 
in December 1969 after 
serving MGS for well over 25 
years. Mrs Cheah will always 
be remembered with great 
affection by all the girls who 
were taught by her or who in 
other ways came under her 
attention and guidance; by 
all members of the staff who 
knew her and were associated 
with her in various school 
activities.

Her devotion to her work 
both in and outside the 
classroom, her interest in the 
pupils and the school as a 

whole was always evident and 
unquestioned.

A dedicated teacher, 
Mrs Cheah’s contributions 
towards the enrichment of 
pupils and quality of school 
life could above all be seen in 
her tireless work in the school 
library, the Girls’ Brigade, the 
Chapel Committee and the 
Literary Debating & Drama 
Society (LDDS).

The development of the 
school library into one of the 
fi nest libraries today was due 
in a large measure to her 
zeal and enthusiasm. Mrs 
Cheah also served selfl essly 

as Chairman of the MGS 
Board of Management from 
1974-1980. The welfare, good 
name, tradition and culture of 
the school always came fi rst 
with Mrs Cheah.

It is fi tting therefore that we 
pay tribute to Mrs Cheah for 
her devotion and dedicated 
service to MGS.
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R E U N I O N

Class of 1981

Meena Murugaiyan-Kilic thoughtfully captures 
the excitement, emotions and raucous activities of 
Class of 81’s reunion party. 

A Night To 
Remember

IT STARTED with some 
buzz in our MGS Class of 
1981 Facebook page about a 
reunion in 2011. It had been 
30 years since we had left 
MGS and any anniversary 
ending with a zero called for a 
reunion.  Although some of us 
had been in touch through the 
years, many had not. There 
was growing excitement.

A small group of dedicated 
ladies, including the Head 
Prefect of our year, Jen Hwei 
together with Bee Ann, Irene, 
Leni, Annie, Pauline, Catherine 
and Tsui Lan began planning 
and organising the dinner 
months in advance.

Word of mouth and social 
media helped spread the news 
that an upcoming reunion was 
taking shape. Eventually, a 
date was set. It was to be on 
the 30 July and the venue – 
the picturesque British Club 
in Bukit Timah. Even though 
there were a few apologies, 
nearly 80 old girls confi rmed 
their attendance.

Finally, after months of 
preparing – getting name 
tags sorted and souvenirs 
organised, discussing the fi ner 
points of what constitutes 
casual wear and, importantly, 
what to wear; sorting out car 
parking and other transport 
issues – the day of the reunion 
arrived!

As the taxi pulled up to the 
top of Bukit Tinggi Road and 
the security guard checked my 
name off a list with the very 
familiar names of my former 
schoolmates, a twinge of 
nostalgia hit. All those years 
in MGS! That was where we 
had blossomed from little girls 
to young women, as the 2nd 
and 3rd stanza of the school 
anthem so aptly puts it:

“Down through the years 
our memories will keep a loving 
place

For friendships made and 
pleasures shared, and lessons 
learned apace.

For those who worked and 
gave their best that we might 
learn to face

The trials of life with faith 
and hope and nobly run the 
race.

And now we're proud to 
raise the shout and sing of 
M.G.S.

Lift high her banner, one 

and all, her name we now 
profess.

In work and play for 
honours won, today our hearts 
confess

The debt we owe, the love 
we hold for our dear M.G.S.”

These words ring more 
true now than they ever did 
when we were at school.

At 5pm, just a few of 
us were there. It was great 
to see familiar faces, but 
sometimes it was not so easy 
to connect a name to a face. 
Nevertheless, we did manage 
to not only recognise old 
friends but to also reminisce 
about old incidents from a 
time that didn’t seem as long 
ago as it actually was. 

As the evening wore on, 
more familiar, smiling faces 
began to converge at the 
Tudor Ballroom which brought 
a corresponding increase 
in the cacophony of happy 
voices. For a moment, nothing 
seemed to have changed. 
We were chattering away like 
carefree schoolgirls again, 
desperate to catch up with 
so much that had happened 
over the years within just a few 
short hours. The dozen steps 
to the buffet table and back 
were punctuated by an equal 
number of stops to reconnect 
with old classmates not seen 
in years. 

Some of us had fl own in 
for the reunion from South 

Africa, the UK, Taiwan, Hong 
Kong, Australia, Indonesia and 
Malaysia. It was the perfect 
trip where we got to catch up 
with so many old friends in a 
single night.

The Programmes 
Committee, comprising Ming 
Ying, Pat, Li Yuen and Verena, 
did a fabulous job. We had 
games involving trivia about 
our schoolmates – who sports 
a tattoo, who walked on fi re, 
who works where, and so on. 
There were also other trivia 
games about the 1980’s that 
brought out the child in many 
of us. We didn’t just feel 16 
again; at times, we acted like 
12-year-olds, running and 
jumping on stage to hug Li 
Yuen or Pat in order to win a 
prize. Some excellent prizes 
were up for grabs including a 
stay at the Melaka Equatorial 
Hotel for a romantic getaway 
for a couple of lucky ladies 
and their respective signifi cant 
others.

There was also a slide 
show of candid photographs 
from our MGS days showing 
some humorous misdeeds  
by our former schoolmates, 
balanced out with the sober 
class photos from our 
Secondary 4 year book.

Deep inside we 
hadn’t changed – our 
facial expressions, hand 
gesticulations and the 
intonations in our voices 
remained as they were 30 
years ago. Yet we were now 
a little older, slightly wiser but 
none the worse for wear. We 
had grown into ourselves – to 
become the women that we 
were primed to be. 

Eventually, the evening 
that was so keenly anticipated 

had to end. However, some of 
us didn’t want it to and went 
down to the pub for a drink. 
When the pub closed, we still 
had more to chat about and 
continued onto the veranda 
of the British Club till the wee 
hours of the morning. It was 
hard to say good bye to the 
girls we had grown up with. 
The question on everyone’s 
lips was when we should do 
this again. And so, we started 
to plan the next reunion. 

Although it will be hard to top 
this reunion, I’m sure we will 
try.

In the meantime, thanks to 
the wonderful photographers 
of the evening, Pauline Chan, 
Ee Pin and others, moments 
of this enjoyable evening were 
captured and posted on our 
Facebook page as a memento 
of this splendid night of good 
food in the company of old 
friends. Truly, it was a night to 
remember!

SI MOI had just completed the Senior 
Cambridge Examination at MGS when 
she was asked to take the place of an 
experienced teacher Mrs Tsang, who was 
going for maternity leave. She stepped in to 
teach the Senior Cambridge students and 
was best known for her clear and interesting 
geography lessons. (Our beloved Mrs Kam Poh 
Kim was her geography student.) As Si Moi was 
only in her late teens, many of her students were 
older than she was, for they were married women whose 
husbands believed they deserved a good education. 

She stopped work when her fi rstborn arrived. When her 
daughter was fi ve, she returned to MGS in 1948 to teach 
the Primary 6 girls. After many years in MGS, where she also 
taught the girls to play netball, Si Moi transferred to ACS. 
Many of her students remembered her in their adult life and 
some continued to meet up with her on occasions, including 
her 100th birthday. 

God had turned adversity and poverty for the good of his 
children. Si Moi and two older sisters were products of Nind 
Home and MGS. Their father passed away and they were 
accepted as free boarders of Nind Home and were given 
food, lodging, excellent English education, and introduction 
to the Christian faith. On Sundays, Nind Home girls 
attended Church service and Sunday school at Kampong 
Kapor Methodist Church (KKMC). Si Moi served as Sunday 
school teacher, choir director and Honorary Secretary of 
the Epworth League (the forerunner of the Methodist Youth 
Fellowship). KKMC holds precious and happy memories for 
her as this was the place she met and married the love of her 
life, Lim Tay Boh, who was then the President of the Epworth 
League. 

Si Moi was a capable, dynamic wife and mother. As her 
husband rose in his career at the university – from economics 
lecturer, then Professor and eventually Vice-Chancellor of the 
University of Singapore – Si Moi kept up with him and fulfi lled 
her social duties, at ease with both dignitaries and humble 
folk. She remained natural, vivacious, warm-hearted and 
genuinely interested in people. 

In her retirement years, she found joy attending weekly 
gatherings at Wesley Methodist Church. Si Moi continued 
her connection with MGS and attended school functions with 
Mrs Mendis, a former teacher of MGS and a good neighbour. 
There were Teacher’s Day lunches, Founder’s Day parades, 
dinners and other special occasions. The last MGS function 
she attended was the naming of the Kwa Geok Choo 
Auditorium. 

Si Moi celebrated her 100th birthday in December with 
a Chinese dinner for church friends and relatives, which had 
become a yearly occasion begun by her son. In good health, 
she breathed her last at the age of 100 years and fi ve months 
in the presence of her daughters and a grandson.

orbituary

Beloved mother, teacher and friend, Mrs Lim Tay 
Boh nee Foo Si Moi (1911 -2012) made an impact 
on the lives of many in her 100 years. 
Her daughter Dr Lim Siew Lian pays tribute.  

A Life of 
Richly Lived
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Leanne Sim catches up with jeweller 
Choo Yilin (Class of ‘97) whose pieces are 
all about ‘sustainable luxury’. 

that are part of the landscape, but I didn’t have such an 
experience.  It was an extremely harmonious environment.  I still 

have very close friends that I meet up with and we have watched 
each other grow up over the years.

“In many ways, the journey has been extremely fortunate for 
us. When I started working on the jewellery line, I was lucky that 
my friends were also getting married and gave me the chance to 
prove myself by designing their wedding rings. They were our fi rst 
customers,” Yilin shares. 

Bling With Conscience
What’s next for Choo Yilin Artisan Jewellery? Global growth.

“We want to be a global brand that will allow us to spread the 
message that sustainability is desirable and beautiful.  We want to 
use jewellery design as a vehicle to demonstrate that mission,” 
she says.  

With a team spread out across three different countries and 
a fast growing reputation, Yilin is on track to become one of 
Singapore’s most illustrious designers and a household name. 

When asked what motivates her to keep going, Yilin shares a 
quote from Robert Green Ingersoll, “My goal for everyday is to go 
to bed knowing more than I 
did before, and knowing that 
I did something to lessen the 
suffering of other people.  It 
is surprising how impactful 
these things are.”

She adds: “I personally 
believe that the world will 
benefi t greatly if we aimed 
to be more conscious of the 
world and its surroundings.” 
And that is what she is doing 
with her company, using the 
vehicle of jewellery design 
to communicate important 
messages. 

W
ith the new millennium all abuzz with 
familiar catchwords such as environmental 
sustainability, global warming and greenhouse 
emissions, it is easy to dismiss MGS 
Class of 1997 alumnae, Choo 

Yilin of Choo Yilin’s Artisan Jewellery as one of 
the many voices in the crowd. However, Yilin with 
her genuine passion and disarming disposition 
is successfully communicating her message of 
environmentally responsible consumption just as 
skillfully as she creates her jewellery, which she calls 
“sustainable luxury”. 

Journey to Jewellery
Yilin, currently pursuing a master’s degree in business 
administration at the London Business School, is one 
of Singapore’s fastest rising designers having won 
numerous design awards and been featured in both 
local and international press, most recently the New 
York Times.

Having completed a degree in Psychology at 
the National University of Singapore, propelled by a 
yearning to contribute to society, Yilin joined the civil 
service where she met her husband. 

In 2007, her husband, a diplomat, was posted to Thailand. 
Moving to Thailand was indeed one of the most life-changing 
times of her life.  Not content with playing the diplomat housewife, 
she co-founded WINGS (Women Investigating and Nurturing 
Gifts and Skills). The organisation placed expatriate women in 
meaningful volunteer work in the country. 

While working on WINGS, Yilin was also hard at work 
establishing her own jewellery line.  The company was eventually 
conceptualised in 2008 and went to market in 2009. 

“I love designing.  The joy of designing jewellery comes 
from the creation of something that didn’t exist previously.  For 
serendipitous reasons, jewellery was the fi rst artistic medium that I 
have played with and it has continued ever since,” shares Yilin. 

Indeed it was serendipity that during her time in Thailand she 
also started to learn about marginalised communities such as 
the Karen hill tribe. The Karens live in small communities across 
the mountains of Northern Thailand and Myanmar. As the Karens 
are renowned for their fi ne, hand-hammered silver work, she has 
since worked with the Karens to create jewellery pieces that are 
subsequently embellished with gemstones and are sold in the 
international market for 285 to 785 USD, or S$380 to S$1,040.

Beyond providing meaningful work for the Karen – which is 
more constructive than charity – Yilin recently described her work 
as a form of cultural preservation: “It also helps to preserve a 
cultural art form that could potentially die out because of falling 
demand.”

Yilin has also partnered with other notable organisations such 
as SeaWeb and World Wildlife Fund. She was the fi rst Asian to sign 
SeaWeb’s “Too Precious To Wear” pledge which calls for designers 
to ban the use of coral in jewellery design. (Other notable designers 
on the list include Reem Acra, Nicole Miller and Tiffany & Co.) 

Old School Ties
While Yilin’s time at MGS did not directly infl uence her career 
choice as a “sustainable luxury” jewellery designer, it is clear that 
the many friends she made did prove to be a strong and fi rm 
foundation for her. 

“I really enjoyed my time at MGS.  When you watch US high 
school dramas, you always see these stereotypically mean girls 
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